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Ansrucr. - This study examined temperature and precipitation correlates of hatchling emergence
from nests inthe red-eared turtle(Trachemys scriptaelegans)inwest-central lllinois. Risingdaily low
temperatures were the only statistically significant environmental variable recorded during the
period when naturally emerging hatchlings were caught. However, partial correlations suggested

that the number of hatchlings caught increased with both increasing daily low temperatures and
daily high temperatures, i.e., as the weather warmed. Most hatchlings were caught when both daily
high and low temperatures were relatively high. Hatchling emergence was not directly associated

with precipitation but generally occurred during periods of rising temperatures following rain
events. Temperatures were also monitored in the tops and bottoms of experimental nest cavities.
Emergence occurred after soil temperature gradients became warmer at the top of the nest cavity
than at the bottom. Spring-time hatchling emergence in species that overwinter in the nest appears
to be influenced by environmental conditions both within and outside the nest cavity.

Knv Wonns. - Reptilia; Testudines; Emydidae; Trachemys scripta; turtle; hatchlings; overwinter-
ing; nest emergence; Illinois; USA

The evolutionary significance of overwintering in the

nest by hatchling turtles is little understood (Gibbons and

Nelson, 1978; Holman and Andrews, 1994; Jackson, 1994;
DePari. 1996). For turtle species such as the slider turtle
(Trachentvs scripta) that overwinter in the nest throughout
their extensi\,'e 

-seo..graphic 
range in temperate North America

(Gibbons et al.. 1990; Jackson. 1994: Tucker, 1997 ), over-
wintering in the nest cavity is apparently a complex adaptive
behavior. Successful overwintering requires sufficient en-

e r,-sy stores to maintain hatchlings for the eight or so months
that they remain in the nest cavity following hatching
, Con-gdon and Gibbons, 1990), along with some means of
timin-e emergence so that it occurs at an ecologically appro-
priate time. Timing of hatchling emergence in species that
overwinter in the nest is also little understood but is possibly
related to environmental cues transmitted to hatchlings in
the nest cavity.

Information on hatchlings and their embrgence from the

nest in response to various environmental cues is limited,
particularly for freshwater turtles. Rainfall has been ad-

vanced as a proximal cause of emergence for species that
overwinter in the nest (Mitchell, 1988; DePari, 1996) and for
some that do not (Moll and Legler, I9J 1; Alho and P6dua,

1982; Polisar ,, 1996).

Other factors that may be important in triggering emer-
gence are nest integrity (DePari, 1996) and soil temperature
gradients (Bleakney, 1963). DePari ( I 996) suggested that
emergence and overwintering in hatchling Chrysemys picta
is directly related to nest plug integrity and the factors that
serve to degrade it. Thus, he believed that hatchlings are
constantly in the process of emergence whenever soil tem-
peratures are high enough but that an intact nest plug
prevents emergence in the fall. Degradation of the nest plug

during the winter due to freeze-thaw cycles and spring rains

allows hatchlings to escape. In contrast, Bleakney ( 1963)

suggested that soil temperature gradients in the fall and

winter (i.e., October through March) encouraged hatchlings

to remain in the nest because soil above the nest was

relatively colder than soil near the bottom of the nest cavity:
but durin-e April and May when soil temperature gradients

reverse, hatchlings would emerge in response to this reversal.

Preliminary results from soil temperatures recorded

from January to April 1995 by Tucker ( 1997) agreed with
Bleakney's hypothesis. Emergence of overwinterin.-e

hatchlings of the red-eared slider (Trachem_y-s scripta ele gans)

occurred after soil temperatures at 10 cm soil depth exceeded

those at 25 cm soil depth. Hatchling emergence was also

associated with daily high temperature but not with precipi-
tation (Tucker, l99l).

The purpose of the current study is to extend the

preliminary examination of environmental correlates of nest

emergence in hatchlings of the red-eared slider (Traclternvs

scripta elegans) at the same nesting area in west-central

Illinois studied by Tucker ( 1997). The association between

hatchling emergence and environmental parameters for I 996
is examined and compared to data previously reported for
1995. Further, soil temperature gradients recorded from
within seven experimental nest cavities constructed in the

field and modeled after natural nest cavities are measured

and compared to natural nests reported by Tucker (1997 l,

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Study Site. - Hatchling emergence was studied at a

nesting area near Stump Lake, Jersey County. Illinois
(39" 1 8'N, 90"29'W) (Tucker and Moll, 1997; Tucke r. l99l t .
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Nesting occurred here from late May to early July. The

nesting habitat at this site consisted of a disked agricultural

field of well-drained Worthen silt loam (Fehrenbacher,

1956) which had contained millet, sunflowers, weedy grasses.

and other forbs, and was described in detail by Tucker

(lgg7). Environmental parameters (rainfall and daily high

and low temperatures) were collected within 3.1 km of the

nesting area at Nutwood and Rosedale.

Natural Hatchlings. - Emerging hatchlings were col-

lected with a drift-fence accompanied by pitfall traps (Tucker,

lggT; Tucker et al., 1998). The drift-fence was deployed

betwee n2}April and 20 June l996,and was checked at least

once per day. Some hatchlings were found before they

reached the fence during daily visits; these were included

with those found at the drift-fence. Hatchlings caught in the

spring of 1 996 came from eggs laid in the spring of 1995

because hatchlings of this species routinely overwinter in the

nest (Gibbons and Nelson., l9l8; Gibbons et al., 1990;

Tucker et al., 1998).

Experimental Nes/s. Because results from 1995

sLrggested that hatchling emergence might be related to soil

temperatures (Tucke r, l99J), eight experimental nests were

constructed at a fenced area 3.1 km north of the nesting

area. The soil types at the nesting areaand the fenced area

used for experimental nests were both Worthen silt loam.

These nests were used to examine overwinter survivor-

ship (Tucker and Packard, 1998) and the pattern of

emergence in relation to soil temperatures. Methods used

to construct nests and monitor nest temperatures were

outlined in Tucker and Packard (1997 ); they are summa-

rtzed here.
Nest cavities were constructed by digging a vertical

tunnel of the appropriate depth with a cavity hollowed out of

its side at the bottom. Eight nest cavities were constructed in

a2 x 4 grid inside a2 x 3 m rectangular fenced area from

which all surface vegetation had been removed. Neighbor-

ing nests were placed nearly equidistant from each other.

Nest cavity construction was completed on 10 October

1995. At that time, hatchlings from incubated eggs (see

below) were placed in the cavities. Before sealing the nests,

two temperature probes were installed in seven of the eight

cavities. One probe was placed at the bottom of the cavity

and the other at the top, with each attached to a HOBO-XT

temperature logger. Temperature loggers were activated on

I 6 Janu ary l996.Loggers recorded 1 5 temperature readings

in each 24-hr interval. The one unmonitored nest was used

to evaluate hatchling conditions.
Beginning 15 April 1991, the fenced area was checked

daily for emerging hatchlings at about 0600 hrs and about

1800 hrs. Six monitored nests were left undisturbed until

hatchlings emerged unassisted, the seventh monitored nest

was opened 15 April after hatchlings from the other six nests

had emerged. The unmonitored nest was opened on 15 April

to check condition of hatchlings.

Egg lrtcutbation and Hatchlings.- Eggs for each clutch

placed in experimental nests were incubated on moist ver-

miculite with each clutch placed in a separate plastic box.
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These boxes contained a mixture of l.l I g u ater/l.O 
-s

vermiculite (water potential = -150 kPa). All bores had an

aluminum foil coverin-e between the bor and lid to retard

moisture loss.

During incubation., boxes \\ ere rotated rrltce u'eeklv to

reduce effects of possible temperatLlre gradients. Irtctrbation

temperature fluctuated. but all cllttche: \\ ere erpt-rsed tO

similar thermal environments dr,rring incubutit tt.

Statistical Treatnrent. The l1::trCietit''tis betu een

hatchling emergence and enr-ironnte ntal i lrrieble. u ere de-

termined with Spearman rank coffe l;-rtit-rn. Ct-\lllParist-rt'ts of
means were done with Ift-uskal-\\.allis le..t (- K\\-t. All
statistical analyses were perforrtted ttsittg S.\S r S \S Insti-

tute, 1988). The sequential Bonterrr-rni rtiethl-rJ u ls Llsed for

multiple correlation coefficients t Rice . I 9St-) r. J1r ttrake data

collected in 1995 (Tucker. l99l I and 1996 '--trrrlPilrable,
statistical analysis was limited tt-r hlrtchlings ct-rllected be-

tween 30 April and 28 \{af itt bt'rth r e ur''

RESL LTS

Naturctl Hcttch /ings - 1996 Or ereii. 95 iratchlin-ss

were caught at the drift-fence bets --n ltt \lrii und 5 June

1996. These 95 hatchling: il\ errqed :l l rnni tn nl:-irinlLlm

carapace len-eth (1.-18 rttrtt SD. l:.(Ll: -l ntnl rilnge l. -30.5

mm in maximum plastrtrtt lengl[ r{-}. i: nrnr SD. ]5.l-i3.4
mm ran-qe). and 7.15 S in lllu:r rrl l\ S SD. 5.10-8.77 ,-q

range). Altholt-Qh hatchling> \\ eI3.trrlecte d tr\ €I a Span of 37

days, mOSt hatchlings \\ -re .'.1.lgilt i:l I )pan of a f'ew'dayS in

early May (Fig. I r.

Hatchling activitr durinq i'r'rb. -.. ilteasltred br num-

bers of hatchlings caught ut the J.:lI-:e ncc L''e tri e e rt 30 April
and 28 Ma). \\ as Ptttitir elr -t-rrre i'tle d rr ith dailr hi-sh

temperature (rho = Q'+(.)'1'- t.''l3l'' 'l = l9 d;-r1 s r' s'ith daily

lOw temperatLlre trlttr - () +\...'' = | r ll-S r. ;.rrrd $'ith rainfall

(rho = 0.03. 7r = 0.s9- I . Hrr\'..\ 3r. t'rnlr the association

between hatchling nunrbers ;ni d.ril) lt-rs tenlperature was

statisticalll signiiicant. .\ .." r iiue oi less than 0.0150 was

needed to reduce the Pt ..iL'iiirr t-ri :t t) pe I eror to 0.05 or

leSS fOr the Other t\\'tr ;-r\>ocialrt-rn>.

BecaLlse dailr high and lt-r\r te nlperlltLlres \\'ere closely

correlated. the &:strcialit-rns L''etu e en thenr and hatchling

numbers ma) be afiecte d br bt-rth r ariables. Therefore,

partial correlations \\ ere used ri ith the eiiect of daily high

temperature 1g1111-r\ e d ftrr dail) 1t-rs tenlperattlre. Removing

the effect of dailr high te nrperature nrade the association

between the number rrihatchline. and dailr lou'temperature

statisticallr insisniiicant I rltt,=(1.i(-) .p = 0.1 178 ). Likewise,

removing the eiiect trf dai11 llru tenlperature ttsin-Q partial

conelation for dailr high te nrperatllre InAde the association

betw'een hatchling nunrbe rs and dailr high temperatttre even

less si-enificant ( rhrt - -0.01. p = 0'8999 t' Thus the number

of hatchlin,es caueht each da) increased u ith both increasing

dailv lou' temperatures and increasing daill' hi,-eh tempera-

tures. i.e.. as the \\'eather u artned. Nlost hatchlings were

cau..eht n'hen both dailr high and daily low temperatures

\\'ere relativelr high {Fig. 1 ).

il[
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\e:tins occurred here from late May to early July. The

nesting habitat at this site consisted of a disked agricultural

lield of well-drained Worthen silt loam (Fehrenbacher,

I 956) which had contained millet, sunflowers, weedy grasses,

and other forbs. and was described in detail by Tucker
(1997 ). Environrnental parameters (rainfall and daily high

and low temperatures) were collected within 3.1 km of the

nestin-q area at Nutwood and Rosedale.

lictturul Hatchlings. - Emer"-eing hatchlings were col-

lected with a clrift-fence accompanied by pitfall traps (Tucker,

1991; Tucker et al., 1998). The drifl-fence was deployed

betwee n20 April and 20 June l996,and was checked at least

once per day. Some hatchlings were found before they

reached the fence during daily visits: these were included

with those founcl at the drift-fence. Hatchlings caught in the

sprin-e of I 996 came from eggs laid in the spring of 1995

because hatchlings of this species routinely overwinter in the

nest (Gibbons and Nelson, l9l8 Gibbons et al.., 1990;

Tucker et al., 1998).

E.rperimental l/esfs. Because results from 1995

su-ggested that hatchlin..e elner-gence mi-eht be related to soil

temperatures (Tucker. 1997 ). ei-eht experimental nests were

constructed at a fenced area 3.1 krn north of the nesting

areA. The soil types at the nestin-s Area and the fenced area

used for experimental nests were both Worthen silt loam.

These nests were used to examine overwinter survivor-

ship (Tucker and Packard. I 998 ) and the pattern of
emergence in relation to soil temperatures. Methods used

to construct nests and monitor nest temperatures were

outlined in Tucker and Packard ( 1997 ); they are summa-

rrzed here.
Nest cavities were constructed by digging a vertical

tunnel of the appropriate depth with a cavity hollowed out of
its side at the bottom. Eight nest cavities were constructed in

aZ x 4 grid inside a2 x 3 m rectangular fenced afea from

which all surface vegetation had been removed. Neighbor-

in-9 nests were placed nearly equidistant from each other.

Nest cavity construction was completed on l0 October

1995. At that time, hatchlin-qs from incubated eggs (see

below) were placed in the cavities. Before sealing the nests,

two temperature probes were installed in seven of the eight

cavities. One probe was placed at the bottom of the cavity

and the other at the top, with each attached to a HOBO-XT

temperature logger. Temperature loggers were activated on

l6 January I 996.Loggers recorded l5 temperature readings

in each 24-hr interval. The one unmonitored nest was used

to evaluate hatchling conditions.
Beginning l5 April 1991, the fenced area was checked

daily for emerging hatchlings at about 0600 hrs and about

I 800 hrs. Six monitored nests were left undisturbed until

hatchlings emer.-qed unassisted, the seventh monitored nest

was opened I 5 April after hatchlings from the other six nests

had emerged. The unmonitored nest was opened on l5 April
to check condition of hatchlings.

E.q.q Incrtbcrtion and Hatchlings. - Eggs for each clutch

placed in experimental nests were incubated on moist ver-

lticglite u'ith each clutch placed in a separate plastic box.

These boxes contained a mixture of I . I I -s water/ I .0 
-g

vermiculite (water potential = -150 kPa). All boxes had an

aluminum foil covering between the box and lid to retard

moistnre loss.

Durin_q incubation, boxes were rotated once weekly to

reduce effects of possible temperature gradients. lncttbation

temperature fluctuated, but all clr"rtches wele exposed to

similar thermal environments during incubation.

Statistical Treatntent . The associations betr,veen

hatchling emer._qence and environmetttal variables vu'ere de-

termined with Spearman rank correlation. Cornparisons of
means were done with Kruskal-Wallis test (= KW ). All
statistical analyses were performed ursin-e SAS (SAS lrrsti-

tute, 1988). The seqllential Bonferroni rnethod u'as r"rsed for
multiple correlation coefflcients (Rice. 1989 ). To ntake data

collected in 1995 (Tucker. 1991) and 1996 conlpzlrable,

statistical analysis was lirnited to hatchlings collected be-

tween 30 April and 28 May in both vears.

RESULTS

l{tttrtrctl Hutchlirtgs - 1996 Overall. 95 hatchlin-gs

were caught at the drift-f ence betu een 30 April and 5 June

1996. These 95 hatchlin-ss el\'era-sed 3l.l ntnr itr tnaritnuur

carapace len-eth ( 1.-18 mm SD. 28.0-35.-l mrtl rarlge). 30.5

nrm in nraximum plastrott len-eth (0. 18 mm SD. 25.2-33.4

mm ran.-ee). and 1.25 -s in mass (0.08 g SD. 5.10-8.77 g
ran-se). Althou._gh hatchlings were collected over a span of 37

days, most hatchlin-.qs were cau.-eht in a span of a few days in

early May (Fig. I ).

Hatchling activity during 1996, as measured by nutn-

bers of hatchlings cau-eht at the drift-fence between 30 April
and 28 May, was positively correlated u'ith dailv high

temperature (rho = 0.40. p - 0.0322 . tt = 29 da1 s ). r,r ith daily

low temperature (rho = 0.48 .p = 0.0076). and w'ith rainfall
(rho = 0.03, 7r = 0.897 I ). Hou'ever. ottlv the association

between hatchling numbers and dailv low temperature was

statistically signiticant. A p r altte of less than 0.0250 was

needed to reduce the possibilitl of a tvpe I error to 0.05 or

less for the other two associations.

Because daily hi-eh and lou' temperatllres were closely

correlated, the associations betu'een them and hatchling

numbers may be affected b1' both variables. Therefore.

partial correlations were used u ith the etfect of daily high

temperature remo\/ed for daill' lou tenlperature. Removin.-e

the effect of daily hi-eh temperatllre made the association

between the number of hatchlings and daill'low temperature

statistically insi-enificant ( rlto - 0.30.7r = Q. I 17 8 ). Likewise,

removin-e the effect of dailr lou telnperature r-rsing partial

correlation tor dail1 high temperature made the association

between hatchlin_e numbers and daill high temperature even

less significant (rho - -0.01. p = 0.8999). Thus the number

of hatchlin_es cau,_eht each da), increased with both increasing

daily low tetnperatures and increasing daily high tempera-

tures. i.e.. as the u'eather warmed. Most hatchlings were

caught when both daily hi,-eh and daily low temperatures

were relatively hi-eh 1Fi-e. I ).

3
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April 30 May 15 May 28

H Number of hatchlings-1995 -*- Daily high temperature-1995

-- Daily low temperature-1995 ' Measurqqle jreetpltation

Figure 2. Tirning of hatchling emergence comparedlo variation in
eniironmental parameters during I 995, adapted from Tucker (1991 ).

Environmental measurements from the I 5 days in 1995

when one or more hatchlings were collected were compared

to those for the 20 days in 1996 when one or more hatchlings

were collected (Table 1). Although this period in 1995

seemed cooler and wetter than the same period in 1996,

means for daily high temperature (KW = 1.78, DF l, P =
0. 1820) and rainfall (KW - 2.44, DF I , P = 0. I 184) did not

differ significantly. However, daily low temperature (KW =
9.13, DF I, p = 0.0018) was significantly warmer in 1996

than it was in 1995. Importantly, the number of hatchlings

caught per day, though overall higher in 1995 than 1996

(Table 1), was not statistically different (KW - 2.15, DF 1,

p - 0. 1430).

Experimentctl l/esfs. - Hatchlings from the six experi-

mental nests that emerged unaided did so from 24 May in

1996 (Table 2). The first natural hatchling caught in 1996

was found on 30 April, two days prior to emergence from the

first experimental nest. Thus, emergence from experimental

nests occurred when hatchlings from natural nests were

emergin.,q, suggesting that conclusions drawn from experi-

mental nests have ecological relevance.

The time that the nest cavity was breached was apparent

from temperature records for the six nests where

hatchlings emerged unaided. For both the bottom and top

temperature sensors, breaching of the nest cavity was

followed by a temperature reading that greatly exceeded

the penultimate temperature measurement while the nest

was closed. The sudden change in temperature reflected

the entry of relatively warm air from outside the nest

cavity (Table 2).

Table 2. Comparison of nest temperatures before and after breach-
ing of nest cavity.

April 30 May 15 May 28

H Number of hatchlings-1996 --*- Daily high temperature-1 996

-- Daily low temperature-1996 ' Measurable precipitation

Figure L. Timing of hatchling emergence compared to variation in
environmental parameters during I 996.

Although rainfall was not directly associated with the

number of hatchlings collected each day in 1996,, rainfall
may be an important variable. Generally, days when numer-

ous hatchlings were caught followed periods of rainfall (Fig.

1). The largest numbers of hatchlings were caught when a

period of rising daytime temperatures followed a period of
rainfall (Fig. 1).

Because small turtles may take a considerable time to

traverse the distance from where most natural nests were
located to the drift-fence, the comparison of hatchlings

caught at the drift-fence to local environmental variables

on the day that they were caught may be misleading. For

instance, if hatchlings took an average of 2-3 days to
reach the fence, then the number of hatchlings caught

each day should be compared to conditions that existed

on the day they emerg ed (2-3 days earlier) and not on the

day that they were actually caught at the fence. I also

examined the association between numbers of hatchlings

caught and the weather conditions one day prior to
capture and two days prior to capture. These were similar
in direction but less significant than those arrived at

using the conditions on the day of capture for 1996. Thus,

the effect of any lag between emergence and capture was

not apparent.
Natural Hatchlings - I 995 vs. 1 996.- Though the total

number of hatchlings collected in 1995 Qt - 179) and 1996

(rt = 95) varied, the pattern of hatchling emergence in

relation to environmental variables was remarkably similar

in both years (Figs. l, 2). Most hatchlings were caught

during periods of rising temperatures following rainfall.

Table L. Comparison of descriptive statistics for environmental
conditions between 30 April and 28 May on days when one or more
hatchlin-ss were collected in 1995 (n - 15) and 1996 (n - 20) and
the number of hatchlings collected per day.

r995 r996

mean (SD; range) mean (SD; range)

Last closed
nest reading

Nest Date Time OC Time

First open
nest reading

"C

Flrgh temperature ("C) 23.6 (4.08; 15.6-30.6)
Ltr\\ temperature ("C) ll.l (4.01;3.9- 18.3)

Rarntall (cm) 1.6 (2.44;0-7.50)
Hetchlings 10.3 (15.2; I -60)

26.4 (6.50; 15.0-36.7)
16.9 (4.82;5.0-23.9)
0.3 (0.a5; 0- 1.25)
4.6 (4.96,1-20)

I 4May
2 4May
3 2May
5 3May
6 2May
7 ZMay

095 I
0948
t6t7
13l I

t628
t632

l 1.96
12.24
t2.54
12.24
t2.24
12.84

1127 20.t I

I t24 26.81
n 53 18.7 6
t447 t7.12
l 804 19.09
l 808 19.09
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Two nests (nests I and 2) were breached during the late

morning. In both of these instances, hatchlings were found
at the fence the same evening suggesting that they emerged

shortly after the nest was opened. In contrast, the remaining
four nests (nests 3, 5-7) were breached in the afternoon.

Hatchlings from these nests were found not during the

morning but instead during the evening fence check on

the following day. Apparently, hatchlings remained in
the nest cavity overnight and emerged the next day rather
than emerging as soon as the nest was breached. Because

the fence was placed very close to the array of experi-
mental nests and all vegetation had been removed, it is
unlikely that hatchlings could have emerged without
being detected.

Temperature gradients within nest cavities overall var-

ied systematically. Temperatures in the bottom of the nests

were significantly warmer than temperatures in the top of the

nests from January through March (Table 3). The gradients

reversed in April and May when temperatures were higher in
the top of the nests (Table 3, Figs. 3 and 4). Emergence

occurred after nest temperature gradients reversed (and

overall temperatures increased).
Temperature profiles of individual nests were quite

variable (Tabl e 4). In most nests, temperatures in the bottom
of the nest were distinctly warmer than those in the top of the

nest in January and February. However, temperatures in
the bottom and top of nests were statistically equivalent
in March for five of seven nests monitored, despite a

statistical difference for combined nest temperatures for
that month as noted above. In contrast, four of seven

nests in April were warmer at the top of the nest than at

the bottom and three others did not differ significantly.
In May, rising temperatures in the bottom of nests re-

sulted in four of seven nests having temperatures in the

top and bottorn that were statistically equivalent and two
other nests that had warmer temperatures in the top than
at the bottom. The most important result was the degree

to which potential thermal gradients varied. Despite this
variation, hatchlings in six of the nests emerged within
48 hrs of each other.

The weather for the time period that emergence from
experirnental nests occuned (24 Muy) was relatively dry
with rain restricted to the evening of 4 May when 2.4 cmfell.
If a rain event triggered emergence from these nests, then it
would have had to have been associated with the 1.2 cm of
rain that fell on 30 April, a delay of 2to 4 days after the event.

25

Figure 3. Mean and ranges fr-rr tenrperatures recorded in the top (T)
and bottom (B) of nest car ities b) ntonth for all nests combined.

Importantly, temperatures durin,e the period between I and

5 May showed a distinct increase u ith hi-ehs approaching

26"C (Fig. 1).

DISCUSSION

The observations made on Trctcltenn's sc'r'ipttt elegans

in 1995 (Tucker, l99l ) and 1996 su-ggest that sprin-.u-time

hatchling emergence is closely tied to air and soil tempera-

tures. The results largely agree with Bleakney ,11963) in

finding that soil temperature gradients durin.-e the winter

months would encourage hatchlin.-gs to remain in the nest if
they constantly attempted to stay in the wArmest part of
the nest. However, Bleakney's ( 1963) hypothesis cannot

account for hatchlings remainin-e in nests during August
and September when soil temperatures are likely warmer

in upper layers of the soil column than they are in the

lower portion. Consequently. some other developmental
process or factor appears to exist that prevents fall
emergence.

In an experimental study of the painted turtle (Chn's€nt vus

picta), DePari (1996) found that fall emer.-gence occurred

from nests whose plug had lost its inte,_urity,. DePari' s ( 1996)

hypothesis was that an intact nest plu-u would physically

prevent hatchlings from leaving the nest cavity during late

summer to early fall when temperature -eradients would

30

020
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Table 3. Cornparison of temperatures ("C) recorded in the top and bottom of seven experimental nests combined tiorn mid-January to early
May; KW = Kruskal-Wallis test.

Sensor
January

Mean (SD)
February

Mean (SD)
March

Mean (SD)
April

Mean tSD t

\la1
\lean ( SD )

Top
Bottorlr
Bottom - Top =
KW result
p
t"l

1.4s(2.02)
2.24(1 .66)

0.79
T<B
< 0.001

2t5

t.39(2.96)
t.62(2.4r)

0.23
T<B
< 0.001

435

3.97 (2.3s)
4. l0( l .78)

0. 13

T<B
< 0.01

465

10.07t1.56r
9.11(l.1lr

-0.33
T>B

< 0.001
-150

I l.+0( | .7 2t
ll.10r 1.3-1t

-0.30
T>B
< 0.t)01

259 top . )i9 bottom
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Figure 4. Temperature profiles for the top and bottom of nest I

showing the variation in temperature gradients from mid-January
to early May. The sudden rise in nest temperatures following day
I l8 represents nest breach. The period of constant temperatures
recorded by the top sensor during late February was due to snow
cover being present.

otherwise encourage them to emerge. While the current
study does not experimentally examine the importance of
the nest plug, observations made during this study suggest

that the hypothesis is not sufficient by itself to account for
these hatchling f. s. elegans to remain in their nests during
the fall.

First, all of the experimental nests that I enrpit ) r; i -,-
no nestplugs at all because each nest cavity \\ as constrli.t3c
as a lateral tunnel off of a larger vertical tunnel. It ma) be tli;,ii

the never-dug soil above the cavities acted as the functional
equivalent of the nest plug. Nonetheless, turtles did not

emerge in October but had no difficulty in dig,_ein-e erit
tunnels through the never-dug soil to emerge in May. Sec-

ond, the nesting area where naturally emerging hatchlin-ss

were collected is an agricultural field. Each fall and sprin._e

prior to the time that hatchlings generally emerge the field
was disked with individual disk blades set to a depth of 75 to

100 mm. Thus at this site, the top 100 mm or so of the soil is
completely disturbed and there is little chance that nest plugs

survive this operation. Yet hatchlings remained in the nest

cavities in both years until late April and May. Hatchling
turtles are able to burrow and hatchlings of some species

actually dig deeply into the soil after hatching. Hatchling
yellow mud turtles (Kinosternon flavescens) were found to
burrow to depths of 4l-66 cm below the ground surface in
Nebraska to overwinter, whereas hatchling ornate box turtles
(Terrapene ornata) were also found buried to depths of 68

cm (Costanzo et al., 1995). Further experimental study of the

importance and persistence of nest plugs is needed before
nest integrity can be positively associated with hatchling
emergence.

The degree to which intranest soil temperatures varied
among individual nests is an important finding of this study.
Although combined results support Bleakney's ( I 963) tem-
perature gradient hypothesis, temperature gradients are vari-
able among nests. This variation occurred despite the close
proximity of nests and the relatively uniform substrate for
the experimental nests. Despite the internest variation in

Table 4. Comparison of temperatures ("C) recorded in the top andbottom of seven experimental nests demonstrating the amountof internest
r ariability along with depth from soil surface to the top and bottom of each nest.

January February
Soil (n - 215) (n = 435)

Nest Sensor Depth (mm) Mean (SD) Mean (SD)

March
(n - 465)

Mean (SD)

April
(n - 450)

Mean (SD)

May
(n varies)

n Mean (SD)

Top
Bottom

KW result:

Top
Bottom

KW result:

Top
Bottom

KW result:

Top
Bottom

KW result:

Top
Bottom

KW result:

Top
Bottom

KW result:

Top
Bottom

KW result:

0.16(2.17)
2.43(r.65)
T < B***
t.62(1.94)
2.40(r.6s)
T < B**>F

t.27 (2.07)
2.24(1.63)
T < B>F*>F

t.92(l .89)
2.28(1.69)
T < B**r<

l .93( r.7e)
2.38(l .s8)
T < B*<>k*

| .17 (2.04)
l .88( t.7 4)
T < B*x>F

t.4e(t.ee)
2.01(l .63)
T < B>k'>k*

l.ls(3.44)
1.88(2.s0)
T < B*<**

1.48(2.71)
r.73(2.36i)
T < B***
r.29(3.03)
r.s4(2.35)
T < B***
l.s l (2.68)
t.s9(2.43)
T < B>Fr<*

l .s8(2.61)
1.73(2.27)
T < B**>F

I .30(3.08)
1.42(2.s4)
T<B*

t.4s(2.99)
r.42(2.42)

T=B

3.64(2.83)
4.2e(1.82)
T < B{<>F*

4.02(2.re)
4.2s(t .7 s)
T<B*

3.98(2.40)
4.04(t .t t)

T=B
4.00(2.07)
4.0s(1.81)

T=B
4.03(l .e6)
4.03( l .6s)

T=B
4.03(2.4e)
4.07 (r .94)

T=B
4.07 (2.40)
3.98( | .79)

T=B

9.98(3 .07 )
9.et(2.17)

T=B
r 0.08(2.3 8)
e.8t (2,01)

T=B
10.09(2.s8)
9.s4(2.06)
T > B***
e.e3(2.3t)
9.7 4(2.rs)
T>B*

e.e3(2.22)
9.s6(2.01)
T > B>k>k*

10.22(2.1s)
e.8s(2.20)

T=B
10.28(2.s3)
e .7 0(2.1 t)
T > B*>k*<

s3 12.6s(2.06)
53 12.50(t .42)

T=B
s3 12.77 (2.r4)
53 12.39(t.24)

T=B
21 12.38( 1 .e6)
27 tt.77(1.51)

T=B
s2 t2.r8(0.70)
s2 12.01(0.54)

T>B**
40 12.21( r.08)
40 l 1.87( 1.38)

T > Br,.>k{.

7 10.63(0.35)
21 l 1 .9 r(1 .67)

T<B**
27 t2.38(r.91)
27 | t .7 6(t .61)

T=B

52
r33

87
160

65
t42

8l
148

77
165

55
t37

5l
t25

1r < 0.05; ** p < 0.01' ***p < 0.001;KW = Kruskal-Wallis test.
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intranest temperature gradients, turtles that emerged Lln-

aided did so within a 48-hr period. The naffow window of
emergence from experimental nests in contrast with the

degree of internest variation in soil temperature gradients
further underscores the importance of external environmen-
tal effects and developmental components involved in nest

emergence in this species.

Field results (Figs. I and 2) suggest that hatchling
emergence from natural nests also mostly occurs over a short
time span. Moreover, periods of maximal hatchling emer-
gence as reflected by captures at drift-fences occuffed at

about the same time in May for both 1995 and 1996 (Tucker,
1997, and herein). Experiments designed to examine the

developmental components involved in timing nest emer-
gence would yield interesting insights into the biology of
turtles whose hatchlings overwinter in the nest.
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